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Stop saying “No” to your dog  
 
If asked what the most over-used word is in dog training, I bet it is “No”; and I bet that the dog 
owners that use it think their dog actually knows what it means.  The reality, however, is that if 
the dog really understood, then the owner wouldn’t be constantly repeated it, using an 
increasingly angry tone each time, and then resort to doing something else to stop the dog’s 
behaviour when their dog doesn’t respond.   
 
Yelling “No” at your dog serves no purpose other than to convey to your dog that they are doing 
something bad.  It may, however stress your dog so much that in fear they cower and even 
urinate.  As well you may even shut down your dog to offering any behaviour (good or bad). 
Consider the scenario where your dog is lying quietly on their bed looking at you while they 
chew your shoe.  You tell him “No” to stop the shoe chewing, but from your dog’s perspective 
they don’t know that – to them it is interpreted as laying on their bed quietly is bad, looking at 
your is bad and chewing the shoe is bad.  So now 2 desired behaviours may cease to exist 
simply from the use of the word “No”.    
 
So the next time you catch yourself ready to tell your pooch “No”, take a breath and ask yourself 
what it is you actually want your dog to be doing as an alternate behaviour.  Once you know 
what you want your dog to do instead of the undesirable behaviour you are on your way to a 
less stressful and frustrating future free of bellowing “No” at your pooch! 
 
In many cases instead of “No” you can: 

• Make simple changes to your dog’s environment which eliminate the bad behaviour from 
even occurring. For example, if your dog chews your shoes then put your shoes in a 
place unavailable to your dog. 
 

• Teach your dog simple commands to help him do the desired behaviour such as: 
o “leave it” 
o “off” 
o “quiet” 
o “drop it” 

 

• Use a command to interrupt the behaviour (such as eh-eh or a noise) then redirect your 
dog with another desired behaviour command.  

 
Remember your dog relies on you for everything, including teaching them the behaviours you 

desire.  So instead of focusing on the negative, eliminate the word “No” from your vocabulary 

and concentrate on the positive alternative behaviour you want from your dog then take the 

steps to implement your solution!  Life will be far more happier and less stressful for both you 

and your pooch! 


